<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill</th>
<th>What to look for</th>
<th>Score (1 - 5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Engagement | – Was the talk engaging?  
– Did the presenter capture and maintain your attention?  
– Did the presenter effectively convey enthusiasm for their topic?  
– Did the presenter avoid trivializing their topic?  
– Was the PowerPoint slide effectively used to enhance the presentation?  
– Did the talk inspire you to want to know more? |
| Comprehension | – Did the talk help you understand the engineering topic regardless of prior knowledge?  
– Did the presenter clearly outline their motivation in selecting this topic?  
– Did the presenter clearly indicate the fascinating or compelling aspects of their topic  
– Did the presentation provide an understanding of the background and significance to the topic being addressed?  
– Did the presentation clearly describe the impact of the topic, including conclusions and outcomes as well as scope of impact on society at large, not just within the context of engineering? |
| Communication | – Effective non-verbal communication (body language, voice modulation)  
– Did the presenter use language and terminology that was clear, jargon free and understandable to general audience?  
– Did the presenter spend adequate time on each element of their presentation?  
– Did they elaborate for too long on one aspect, or did the presentation feel rushed?  
– Did the presentation follow a logical sequence?  
– MAINTAINING EYE CONTACT |
| PowerPoint Slide | – Was the slide clear and well designed?  
– Were all text and images on the slide legible and add value or insight to the presentation?  
– Was the slide an appropriate aid to the specific message being delivered regarding the topic? |
| Notes |                                                                                                                                                                                                            | Final Score (20) |